
Web Page – Intranet – Testing Services  

Last-minute bugs. Expensive re-design. Delayed deployments. Even worse, embarrassing language 

defects, dissatisfied customers, and lost revenue. 

When you are developing complex applications in one language, testing is an important part of the 

process. But when you are launching products in multiple languages and on a global scale, testing 

becomes even more critical. Details, like the size of character fields and nuances, such as the 

appropriate paper size in each country or functionality for impaired users in every language, must be 

taken into consideration. Careful, informed planning and a rigorous testing process can mean the 

difference between a successful product and a financial failure. 

XYZ Globalization offers effective and detailed product performance testing and quality assurance 

services for every language and geography in your distribution plan. We'll make sure your systems and 

applications perform to your expectations – and your customers' – from first launch through the latest 

upgrade. 

Industry leading processes and proven enterprise level technologies 

As the recognized leader in the language services industry, XYZ Globalization has the expertise to 

ensure end-to-end product localization quality.  Our advanced testing technologies and risk-based, 

requirements-driven processes have been developed and refined over decades of managing 

globalization projects and processes for internal and external customers around the world and across 

all industries.  

To meet your goals, we leverage the expertise of XYZ Technology global engineering to deliver:     

• Improved customer satisfaction due to enhanced localization and fewer defects  

• Reduced costs based on visionary planning, streamlined processes and less IT waste 

• Improved time-to-market due to fewer schedule delays 

• Minimized long-term risk and better security  

Our extensive background in quality assurance, combined with the latest software tools and in-depth 

testing expertise, allows XYZ Globalization to deliver end-to-end quality assurance capabilities that help 

your organization achieve your goals for profitability and customer satisfaction with every product 

launch. 

Global expertise and world class support 

XYZ Globalization can deliver better business outcomes for less thanks to our intense focus on quality 

and efficiency. By planning for an efficient, but still agile, testing and quality assurance process and 

optimizing the global resources of XYZ Technology, we meet the highest expectations on-time and on-

budget.  

Our team of consultants, project managers and engineers is supported by an extensive network of 

linguists, creative content developers and testers in countries around the world. Using the best 



combination of resources on-shore, near-shore and off-shore, we can minimize costs while maximizing 

value on every project.  


